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Abstract
Multi-temporal XML databases supporting schema versioning contain XML elements of different temporal
formats (snapshot, transaction-time, valid-time, and bitemporal), defined under several XML schema versions.
These databases support three types of data updates concerned with the time when updates are made: retroactive,
proactive, or on-time, dealing with past, future, or current data respectively. A retroactive update (i.e., modifying
or deleting a past element) due to a detected error means that the database has included erroneous information
during some period in the past and, therefore, its consistency should be restored by correcting all errors and
inconsistencies that have occurred in the past. Indeed, all processings that have been carried out during the
inconsistency period and have used erroneous information have normally produced erroneous information. In
this work, we propose an approach which preserves data consistency in multi-temporal and multi-version XML
databases. More precisely, after any retroactive update, the proposed approach allows (i) detecting and analyzing
periods of database inconsistency, which result from that update, and (ii) repairing of all inconsistencies and
recovery of all side effects.
Keywords: Temporal XML Databases; Schema Versioning; Retroactive Update; Data Inconsistency;
Inconsistency Periods; Repairing an Inconsistency; Side Effect; Side Effects Recovery.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, supporting the temporal aspect is a requirement for most computer applications, including
medical, legal, banking, scientific and scheduling applications. In fact, these applications need to store
and manipulate data while taking into account the time dimension. This has led to the appearance of
temporal databases [1, 2, 3] which retain data evolution over transaction-time dimension (concerning
the real world) and/or valid-time dimension (concerning the database life) [4]:
♦ The valid-time of a datum is the time when a datum is true in the real world; each time-varying
data is timestamped with a validity start time (VST) and a validity end time (VET).
♦ The transaction-time of a datum is the time when a datum is current in the database; each timevarying data is timestamped with a transaction start time (TST) and a transaction end time
(TET).
Thus, according to the temporal dimensions they support, temporal databases are classified into five
categories [4, 5]: transaction-time (including only transaction-time data), valid-time (containing only
valid-time data), bitemporal (storing only bitemporal data), snapshot (containing only nontemporal/conventional data) or multi-temporal (supporting data of different temporal formats).
Besides, evolution of database schema (e.g., dropping or adding entities, dropping or adding attributes
of entities) over time is unavoidable in the context of information systems and may occur due to
several reasons: meeting new user requirements, taking into account new regulations, optimizing the
database schema in order to have best performance, etc. In temporal databases, changing schema could
lead to some problems like data loss when dropping some entities and/or attributes. Thus, although
temporal databases allow keeping track of data history when the schema is static, they do not provide a
complete history when they do not keep track also of database schema evolution over time. Therefore,
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to avoid this drawback and to provide a complete data history which allows performing operations on
data defined under any database schema version, researchers in the database community have
proposed to adopt the schema versioning technique in temporal databases [5, 6, 7].
In multi-temporal databases, there are three types of updates concerned with the time when updates are
made: retroactive, proactive [8], and real-time (or on-time) updates.
♦ A retroactive update is performed after the change occurred in reality (i.e., the TST of the datum
is superior to its VST).
♦ A proactive update is done before the change occurs in reality (i.e., the TST of the datum is
inferior to its VST).
♦ A real-time update is done when the change occurs in reality (i.e., the TST of the datum is equal
to its VST).
Retroactive and proactive updates [8] occur naturally in many applications. For example, a postdated
check is a proactive update, and a salary increase may be retroactive to some past date.
On the other hand, currently, XML databases [9] are widely used, especially on the Web. The
introduction of temporal [10] aspects in such databases gave rise to temporal XML databases [11]. In
these databases, any temporal XML document can store transaction-time, valid-time and bi-temporal
XML elements. Moreover, these databases are very useful for several domains (e.g., managing
evolution of e-commerce customer profiles, managing evolution of legal texts in e-government
systems, online management of patients’ medical records...). Notice that temporal XML databases are
richer than temporal relational databases at structure and textual content levels. Moreover, temporal
XML data are presented with temporally grouped data models [12], which have long been advocated
as the most natural and effective representations of temporal information [13]. Indeed, each timevarying XML element evolves individually over time.
Under such databases, end users/applications can insert, delete, and modify past, current and future
data. However, these updates are not always performed safely (i.e., without problems), since
sometimes data update operations can have a harmful effect on the consistency of the database.
Indeed, compromising the database consistency could occur when manipulating any type of data (i.e.,
current, past, or future). In the following, we better explain this issue through three cases of data
manipulation operations (we suppose that the current time is 2014-04-01):
Case 1: Detecting database inconsistency when manipulating current data.
Let’s take the example of correcting the current XML element representing the current price of a
product, which was introduced on 2014-02-01. All existing data (e.g., monthly turnovers, total
amounts of customer invoices) that have been produced using the erroneous price are consequently
erroneous and should be corrected. The database has included inconsistencies during the period going
from 2014-02-01 to 2014-04-01.
Case 2: Detecting database inconsistency when manipulating past data.
Let’s take the sample of correcting a past XML element representing a past banking interest rate in a
bank, which was applied during the period going from 2013-01-01 to 2013-12-31. All existing data
(e.g., interest bank accounts, balances of bank accounts, scheduled payment amounts) that have been
obtained using the erroneous past banking interest rate are consequently erroneous and should be
corrected. The database was inconsistent during the period where this interest rate was effective.
Case 3: Detecting database inconsistency when manipulating future data.
Let’s take the example of correcting a future XML element representing the amount of projected
annual sales of a company, which was introduced in the database on 2014-01-10. All existing data
(e.g., future statistics, economic forecasts) that have been calculated using the erroneous future amount
are consequently erroneous and should be corrected. The database was in an inconsistent state between
2014-01-10 and 2014-04-01.
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In the present work, we deal only with the second case; we left the two other cases to future works.
We focus on the impacts of manipulating past data on the consistency of the database: we show how to
detect inconsistencies and to repair the database consistency, after a transaction which includes some
operations acting on past bitemporal or valid-time data.
For the best of our knowledge, existing database management systems (DBMSs), temporal integrity
constraints [14] and semantics of existing temporal data manipulation operations [15, 16] are
insufficient to cope with such problems, since they do not provide any support to ensure the database
consistency in cases like the three ones presented above. In fact, although some existing DBMSs, like
Oracle 12c, DB2 ver.10, and Teradata Database, include some features for temporal data types and
management [3], none of them provides support for determining database consistency periods and
repairing consistencies resulting from retroactive updates. As for available temporal integrity
constraints, they only guarantee that some rules on data (e.g., key, uniqueness) are being respected and
some relations between data are established (e.g., referential integrity constraint). Moreover, the
previously proposed temporal data manipulation operations [15, 16] only perform actions on temporal
data according to a temporal semantics which does not take into account the checking of database
consistency, since they neither inform the end-user that an inconsistency period has been detected, nor
activate supplementary and transparent processings in order to restore the database consistency in
cases similar to what presented above.
To solve this problem, we neither add new temporal integrity constraints, nor update the current
semantics of temporal data manipulation operations. We propose a new approach that allows the
temporal XML database management system (i) to detect any database inconsistency that happens
after a retroactive data manipulation operation, and (ii) to perform necessary processings, in a
transparent way, in order to repair inconsistencies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the next section motivates the need for a new approach
for preserving the consistency of a multi-temporal XML database supporting schema versioning;
Section 3 describes data inconsistencies resulting from retroactive updates in such a database; Section
4 presents our approach for automatic repairing of data inconsistencies that occur due to a retroactive
update; Section 5 discusses related work; Section 6 concludes the report with a summary and a list of
our future work.

2 Motivation
In this section, we first present two examples that illustrate how maintaining consistency in multitemporal and multi-version XML databases after a retroactive update is a complicated task that could
not be achieved using existing practical supports, i.e., supports provided by DBMSs. Then we show
the need for systems providing supports for preserving consistency of muti-temporal and multi-version
XML databases.

2.1 Motivating Examples
In order to show that retroactive updates are not graceful tasks, we present the following two
examples:
Example 1: Data inconsistencies resulting from a retroactive update of an employee’s salary
Suppose that on 2014-06-10, the personnel officer detects an error that has occurred on 2012-01-05:
he/she saved an erroneous value for the salary of the employee Abdullah: 1120 TND (the erroneous
value) instead of 1210 TND (the correct value); thus, an amount of 90 TND has not been considered in
the salary, and during a period of twenty-nine months. Obviously, this error was propagated to all
results of operations that have been performed using this salary (i.e., 1120), especially those which
calculated taxes and social security contributions, as well as to all successor salaries.
Currently, the semantics of the temporal data update operations [15, 16], which should be used to
correct the erroneous salary that was inserted on 2012-01-05, does not support the correction of all
3

effects of this error (i.e., it does not correct all taxes and social security contributions, that were
calculated after 2012-01-05 based on the erroneous salary, as well as all other successor salaries).
Such an operation corrects only the value of the corresponding salary. The XML element that
represents the erroneous salary is stored as a past erroneous element, and the correct salary is stored in
a new XML element which represents a past correct element <salary/> for that employee (see Fig. 1);
the modification is performed in a non-destructive manner, since we are in a temporal setting.
<employees>
<employee>
<SSN>12345678</SSN>
<name>Abdullah</name>
<salaries>
<salary VST=”2012-01-01” VET=”2012-12-31”
TST=”2012-01-05” TET=”2013-01-03”>1120</salary>
<salary VST=”2012-01-01” VET=”2012-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”2014-06-10”>1210</salary>
<salary VST=”2013-01-01” VET=”2013-12-31”
TST=”2013-01-03” TET=”2014-01-03”>1250</salary>
<salary VST=”2013-01-01” VET=”2013-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”2014-06-10”>1300</salary>
<salary VST=”2014-01-01” VET=”2014-12-31”
TST=”2014-01-03” TET=”2014-06-10”>1390</salary>
<salary VST=”2014-01-01” VET=”2014-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”UC”>1530</salary>
</salaries>
<socialSecurityContributions>
<socialContribution VST=”2012-01-01” VET=”2012-12-31”
TST=”2012-01-05” TET=”2013-01-03”>112</socialContribution>
<socialContribution VST=”2012-01-01” VET=”2012-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”2014-06-10”>121</socialContribution>
<socialContribution VST=”2013-01-01” VET=”2013-12-31”
TST=”2013-01-03” TET=”2014-01-03”>125</socialContribution>
<socialContribution VST=”2013-01-01” VET=”2013-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”2014-06-10”>130</socialContribution>
<socialContribution VST=”2014-01-01” VET=”2014-12-31”
TST=”2014-01-03” TET=”2014-06-10”>139</socialContribution>
<socialContribution VST=”2014-01-01” VET=”2014-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”UC”>153</socialContribution>
</socialSecurityContributions>
<taxes>
<tax
VST=”2012-01-01” VET=”2012-12-31”
TST=”2012-01-05” TET=”2013-01-03”>56</tax>
<tax
VST=”2012-01-01” VET=”2012-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”2014-06-10”>60.5</tax>
<tax
VST=”2013-01-01” VET=”2013-12-31”
TST=”2013-01-03” TET=”2014-01-03”>62.5</tax>
<tax
VST=”2013-01-01” VET=”2013-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”2014-06-10”>65</tax>
<tax
VST=”2014-01-01” VET=”2014-12-31”
TST=”2014-01-03” TET=”2014-06-10”>69.5</tax>
<tax
VST=”2014-01-01” VET=”2014-12-31”
TST=”2014-06-10” TET=”UC”>76.5</tax>
</taxes>
</employee>
…
<employees>

Fig. 1. Salaries of the employee Abdullah, and corresponding social security contributions and taxes,
corrected after a retroactive update.
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To repair all inconsistencies that are stored in the database, the DBA should proceed in an ad hoc
manner: first, he/she should determine the list of all operations that were done using the erroneous
salary, in order to define all data that were calculated based on the erroneous salary or calculated based
on other data obtained from the erroneous salary, going from 2012-01-05 to 2014-06-10. Then, he/she
should correct all erroneous data, either manually or by writing an appropriate XML update [16, 17,
18]. Fig. 1 shows that all salaries introduced after the corrected salary have been also corrected by
inserting new correct past <salary/> elements, except the last salary which is replaced by a new correct
current <salary/> element (i.e., the <salary/> element with TET attribute equal to “UC”); notice that
“UC” (Until Change) [4] means that the salary is current until new change. The figure 1 shows also
that both the social security contributions and taxes corresponding to the corrected salaries have also
been corrected accordingly (a social security contribution is equal to 10% of the salary paid during the
same period, whereas a tax is equal to 5% of the corresponding salary).
Example 2: Data inconsistencies resulting from a retroactive update of a deposited amount in a
bank account
Suppose that on 2014-03-25, the auditor detects an error that has occurred on 2014-01-05: the bank
employee saved a deposit transaction which adds an amount of 550 TND (the erroneous value) instead
of 500 TND (the correct value), to the account of a customer; thus, an amount of 50 TND was stored
in the database but really was not provided by the customer. Obviously, this error was propagated to
all other financial transactions that have been done on this account between 2014-01-05 and 2014-0325; there was always an amount of 50 TND which should be subtracted from the balance.
As said in Example 1, the semantics of existing data update operation [15, 16], which should be used
to correct both the deposited amount and the balance account on 2014-01-05, does not support the
correction of the impact of this error (i.e., to correct each balance of this account, related to each
transaction performed after 2014-01-05). Such an operation corrects only the details of the financial
transaction (i.e., the deposited amount and the balance of the account at the end of the transaction)
done on 2014-01-05. To restore the database consistency, the DBA should proceed in an ad hoc
manner: first, he/she should determine the list of all transactions that were done this account going
from the transaction during which the error has occurred until the last one. Then, he/she should update
all erroneous data by writing an appropriate XML update query or a program.

2.2 Need for New DBMS Supports
The consistency of a multi-temporal and multi-version XML database could not be ensured easily,
since (i) all temporal dimensions are supported (i.e., data can evolve over transaction time and/or valid
time), (ii) consistency of both conventional and temporal data should be guaranteed, (iii) there are
several schema versions and consequently several database instances, and (iv) a data management
operation that is originally devoted to insert, delete, or update an XML element could involve several
other XML elements (e.g., when the temporal interval of a new element that modifies an existing one
overlaps, completely or partially, temporal intervals of other existing XML elements), defined under
the same XML schema version or under several XML schema versions.
Thus, the challenges described above show that end users/applications, interacting with muti-temporal
and multi-version XML databases, need DBMSs with built-in support for automatic and graceful
repairing of data inconsistencies that result from retroactive updates.

2 Data Inconsistencies Resulting from Retroactive Updates
Inserting, updating and deleting past data can give rise to inconsistencies in multi-temporal and multiversion XML databases. These inconsistencies generate many side effects affecting other data.
In [19], the author defined a side effect as a database inconsistency generated by a processing which
has used an inconsistent data. A side effect is generated by (i) a retroactive update of data, (ii) a
cancellation of effects of a previous processing, or (iii) a re-execution of a previous processing with
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correct values for all written and read data (in fact, such a processing had used during its (first)
execution erroneous values for some written or read data, and, thus, it should be re-executed in order
to repair inconsistencies that have occurred). Moreover, the author of [19] defined an inconsistency
period resulting from a retroactive update of data as the temporal interval which delimits the scope of
side effects that are expected to be generated by this update. Such an inconsistency period could be
one of the following three types: “Wrong Absence of Data”, “Wrong Presence of Data”, or “Errors in
Data”.
♦ Wrong Absence of Data: the inconsistency is due to the absence of a datum that had to be
present in the database during this period;
♦ Wrong Presence of Data: the inconsistency comes from the presence of a datum that had to be
absent in the database during this period;
♦ Errors in Data: the inconsistency results from the existence of some data with erroneous values
during this period.
An inconsistency period, resulting from a retroactive update can be divided into several sub-periods;
each one of these sub-periods should be interpreted according to the nature (i.e., insertion, deletion, or
correction) of the retroactive update. In the following, we study periods of inconsistency resulting
from retroactive updates, and their sub-periods.

3.1 Data inconsistencies resulting from a retroactive insertion of data
The insertion of an XML element with retroactive effect generates an inconsistency period of “Wrong
Absence of Data” type: the inserted element, which was absent before its transaction start time, should
be normally present in the temporal database since its validity start time. Fig. 2 illustrates such a
period of inconsistency. In the following, we use CT to denote the “Current Time”.

Fig. 2. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive insertion of data.
As shown by Fig. 2, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST (period beginning)
and the TST (period ending) of ei, can be divided into two sub-periods:
♦ [VSTi – VETi]: the interval during which the consequent side effects concern all processings
that had to use the element ei while it had to be a current element;
♦ ]VETi – TSTi]: the interval during which the generated side effects concern all processings that
had to use the element ei while it had to be a past element.

3.2 Data Inconsistencies Resulting from a Retroactive Deletion of Data
The removal of an XML element with retroactive effect generates an inconsistency period of “Wrong
Presence of Data” type: the deleted element, which was present before the instant of its deletion (i.e.,
before the transaction start time of the deletion element [15, 16], that is the XML element which is
used to delete the corresponding element), should not normally exist in the temporal database since its
validity start time. Fig. 3 illustrates such a period of inconsistency.
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Fig. 3. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive deletion of data.
As shown by Fig. 3, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ei (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into two sub-periods:
♦ [VSTj - VETi]: the interval during which the resulting side effects concern all processings that
had used the element ei while it was a current element;

♦ ]VETi - TSTj]: the interval during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that
had used the element ei while it was a past element.

3.3 Data Inconsistencies Resulting from a Retroactive Correction of Data
Retroactive correction operations could be done only on valid-time and bitemporal data. In this paper,
we deal only with retroactive correction of bitemporal data, since we think that it is more complex
and, thus, it requires much attention.
The correction of a bitemporal element is performed by inserting a new element containing the correct
values, called the element of correction [15, 16]. In the following examples, ej denotes the correction
element and ei denotes the corrected element. A correction operation can affect (i) the contents of the
corrected element, (ii) values of non-temporal attributes (i.e., attributes different of VST, VET, TST,
and TET attributes) of the corrected element, and/or (iii) the valid-time interval of the corrected
element (i.e., values of VST and VET attributes); obviously, the transaction-time interval (i.e., values
of TST and TET attributes) of any element cannot be modified owing to the definition of transaction
time. In the first and/or the second case (i.e., points (i) and (ii)), the correction operation generates an
inconsistency period of type “Errors in Data” (see the following first subsection). However, in the
third case (i.e., point (iii)), it generates an inconsistency period which can be divided into several subperiods each one of them has a different type (see the following second subsection). In the following
two subsections, we study these inconsistencies.

3.3.1 Data inconsistencies resulting from a retroactive correction operation which does
not modify the valid-time interval of a bitemporal element
In this case, the retroactive correction operation updates the contents and/or the values of nontemporal attributes of a bitemporal element; it modifies neither the VST attribute, nor the VET
attribute. This correction generates an inconsistency period of type “Errors in Data”: it means that the
corrected element had an erroneous value. Fig. 4 illustrates such a period of inconsistency.

Fig. 4. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which does not
modify the valid-time interval of a bitemporal element.
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As shown by Fig. 4, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ei (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into two sub-periods:
♦ [VSTi - VETi]: an inconsistency period of type “Errors in Data”: the interval during which the
generated side effects concern all processings that had used the element ei while it was a current
element;
♦ ]VETi - TSTj]: an inconsistency period of type “Errors in Data”: the interval during which the
consequent side effects concern all processings that had used the element ei while it was a past
element.

3.3.2 Data inconsistencies resulting from a retroactive correction operation which
modifies the valid-time interval of a bitemporal element
In this subsection, we study inconsistencies resulting from a retroactive correction operation that
modifies the VST attribute and/or the VET attribute. When the valid-time interval of a bitemporal
element is modified, we distinguish different cases according to Allen's interval algebra [20] and all
possible relations between the valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) and that of the
corrected element (ei).
Case 1: The valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) follows that of the corrected
element (ei)

Fig. 5. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which replaces the
valid-time interval of a bitemporal element with a new one that follows it.
As shown by Fig. 5, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ei (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into four sub-periods:
♦ [VSTi – VETi]: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Presence of Data”, during which
the consequent side effects concern all processings that had used ei while it was a current
element;
♦ ]VETi - VSTj[: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Presence of Data”, during which the
generated side effects concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past element;
♦ [VSTj - VETj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the generated side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a current element;
• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the correction element ej updates also the contents and/or at least one of the nontemporal attributes of the corrected element ei. So, during this sub-period, the resulting side
effects concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past element.
♦ ]VETj - TSTj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
8

• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTj – VETj] sub-period has also this type. In such a case, during this subperiod, the resulting side effects concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past
element.
Case 2: The valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) contains that of the corrected
element (ei)

Fig. 6. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which replaces the
valid-time interval of a bitemporal element with a new one that contains it.
As shown by Fig. 6, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ej (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into four sub-periods:
♦ [VSTj – VSTi[: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of Data”, during which the
consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use the element ej while it had to be a
current element;
♦ [VSTi – VETi]: this interval is not considered always as an inconsistency sub-period; it could be
considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and only if the
correction element ej updates also the contents and/or at least one of the non-temporal (i.e., nontimestamping) attributes of the corrected element ei. In that case, during [VSTi – VETi], the
generated side effects concern all processings that had used the element ei while it was a current
element.
♦ ]VETi – VETj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a current element;
• it also could be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETi] sub-period has also this type. In that case, the resulting side effects
during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past element.
♦ ]VETj - TSTj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETi] sub-period has also this type. In such a case, the side effects
generated during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past
element.
Case 3: The valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) precedes that of the corrected
element (ei)

9

Fig. 7. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which replaces the
valid-time interval of a bitemporal element with a new one that precedes it.
As shown by Fig. 7, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ej (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into four sub-periods:
♦ [VSTj – VETj[: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of Data”, during which
the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use the element ej while it had to
be a current element;
♦ [VETj – VSTi]: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of Data”, during which
the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use the element ej while it had to
be a current element;
♦ ]VSTj – VETi]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
• it also could be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETi] sub-period has also this type. In that case, the resulting side effects
during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a current element.
♦ ]VETj - TSTj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETi] sub-period has also this type. In such a case, the side effects
generated during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past
element.
Case 4: The valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) included in that of the corrected
element (ei)

Fig. 8. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which replaces the
valid-time interval of a bitemporal element with a new one that included in it.
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As shown by Fig. 8, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ej (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into four sub-periods:
♦ [VSTi – VSTj[: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Presence of Data”, during which
the consequent side effects concern all processings that had used the element ej while it was a
current element;
♦ [VSTj – VETj]: this interval is not considered always as an inconsistency sub-period; it could be
considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and only if the
correction element ej updates also the contents and/or at least one of the non-temporal (i.e., nontimestamping) attributes of the corrected element ei. In that case, during [VSTj – VETj], the
generated side effects concern all processings that had used the element ei while it was a current
element.
♦ ]VETj – VETi]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
• it also could be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTj – VETj] sub-period has also this type. In that case, the resulting side effects
during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a current element.
♦ ]VETi - TSTj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTj – VETj] sub-period has also this type. In such a case, the side effects
generated during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past
element.
Case 5: The valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) overlaps that of the corrected
element (ei) on right

Fig. 9. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which replaces the
valid-time interval of a bitemporal element with a new one that overlaps it on the right.
As shown by Fig. 9, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ej (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into four sub-periods:
♦ [VSTi – VSTj[: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Presence of Data”, during which
the consequent side effects concern all processings that had used the element ej while it had to
be a current element;
♦ [VSTj – VETi]: this interval is not considered always as an inconsistency sub-period; it could be
considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and only if the
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correction element ej updates also the contents and/or at least one of the non-temporal (i.e., nontimestamping) attributes of the corrected element ei. In that case, during [VSTj – VETi], the
generated side effects concern all processings that had used the element ei while it was a current
element.
♦ ]VETi – VETj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a current element;
• it also could be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTj – VETi] sub-period has also this type. In that case, the resulting side effects
during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past element.
♦ ]VETj - TSTj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;
• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETi] sub-period has also this type. In such a case, the side effects
generated during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past
element.
Case 6: The valid-time interval of the correction element (ej) overlaps that of the corrected
element (ei) on left

Fig. 10. The inconsistency period resulting from a retroactive correction operation which replaces the
valid-time interval of a bitemporal element with a new one that overlaps it on left.
As shown by Fig. 10, the period of inconsistency, which is delimited by the VST of ej (period
beginning) and the TST of ej (period ending), can be divided into four sub-periods:
♦ [VSTj – VSTi[: an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of Data”, during which the
consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use the element ej while it had to be a
current element;
♦ [VSTi – VETj]: this interval is not considered always as an inconsistency sub-period; it could be
considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and only if the
correction element ej updates also the contents and/or at least one of the non-temporal (i.e., nontimestamping) attributes of the corrected element ei. In that case, during [VSTi – VETj], the
generated side effects concern all processings that had used the element ei while it was a current
element.
♦ ]VETj – VETi]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a current element;
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• it also could be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETj] sub-period has also this type. In that case, the resulting side effects
during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past element.
♦ ]VETj - TSTj]:
• this sub-period is considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Wrong Absence of
Data”, during which the consequent side effects concern all processings that had to use ej
while it had to be a past element;

• it could also be considered as an inconsistency sub-period of type “Errors in Data” only and
only if the [VSTi – VETj] sub-period has also this type. In such a case, the side effects
generated during this sub-period concern all processings that had used ei while it was a past
element.

4 Detecting and Repairing Data Inconsistencies Resulting from Retroactive
Updates in Multi-temporal XML Databases Supporting Schema
Versioning
In this section, we propose an approach that allows restoring automatically the multi-temporal
database consistency after a retroactive update of temporal XML data. First, we describe the process
of restoring automatically the database consistency. Then, we present the architecture of a native
multi-temporal and multi-version XML DBMS which supports restoring automatically the database
consistency after a retroactive update.

4.1 Process of Restoring Automatically the Database Consistency
When an end user or an application submits to the temporal XML DBMS a retroactive update of
temporal XML data, the DBMS performs the following sequence of tasks:
Task 1: it updates the database as required by the end user or the application (obviously after checking
the update syntactically).
Task 2: it determines automatically the period of inconsistency resulting from the retroactive update
of data, and its sub-periods.
Task 3: it determines automatically the list of transactions that were executed during each sub-period
of inconsistency and had used erroneous past data (in case that the corresponding sub-period of
inconsistency is of type “Wrong Presence of Data” or “Errors in Data”) or had to use new data (in
case that the corresponding sub-period of inconsistency is of type “Wrong Presence of Data” or
“Errors in Data”); for each concerned transaction, it should provide its commit time, all its
elementary operations (for the sake of simplicity, we suppose that a transaction is composed of a
single operation, i.e., a single insert, delete, or update operation), and all data that were written
and read by this transaction.
Task 4: it re-executes in a provisory workspace the list of corresponding transactions during each subperiod of inconsistency either (a) without using the corresponding past data, if this sub-period is
of type “Wrong Presence of Data”, or (b) while using (b.1) the correct values of past data, if this
sub-period is of type “Errors in Data”, or (b.2) the specified past data, if this sub-period is of type
“Wrong Absence of Data”.
Task 5: it compares the old results of determined transactions (i.e., results already stored in the
database, as written data by these transactions) with the new results of them (i.e., the new data
that are written by these transactions in the provisory workspace).
Task 6: it replaces every old result with the corresponding new result when there is a difference
between them.
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In the following, we provide main requirements of some tasks presented above:
♦ Task 1 requires that the DBMS supports management of temporal XML data under schema
versioning; we have studied this aspect in our previous work [15, 16].
♦ Task 3 requires beforehand keeping track of all transactions which are executed: all operations
which compose each transaction, all written and read data, and its commit time;
♦ Task 4 requires that the provisory workspace should be a copy of the database (schema and
instances) during the inconsistency period, before the execution of the retroactive update
operation.
♦ Task 6 requires that replacing old data with new data should be performed logically and not
physically (i.e., in a destructive manner); each existing erroneous data is logically corrected by a
new correct data. After restoring the database consistency, only correct data must be used by the
DBMS to answer user/application queries; erroneous data could be vacuumed later [21] by the
database administrator.

4.2 Architecture
Owing to the general architecture of a DBMS [22], the transaction manager is the component which is
devoted to managing transactions resulting from user/applications queries and updates submitted to the
database. Therefore, if we would like to have an automatic restoring of the database consistency after
any retroactive update of temporal XML data, we think that (i) the transaction manager of a temporal
XML DBMS should be extended by four new components: “Retroactive Update Checker”,
“Inconsistency Period Manager”, “Side Effect Recovery Manager” and “Optimizer”, and (ii) the
temporal XML DBMS itself should include a “Transaction Catalog Manager”, a “Transaction
Catalog”, and a “Provisory Workspace”. The new general architecture of a temporal XML DBMS is
depicted in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. General Architecture of a temporal XML database supporting automatic detecting and
repairing of data inconsistencies resulting from retroactive updates.
The “Retroactive Update Checker” checks that the Temporal XML Update submitted by the end
user/application is an update operation with retroactive effect (i.e., this operations adds, deletes, or
modifies past data). Notice that a past data has a valid-time interval which ends before the current time
(i.e., VET < CT).
The “Inconsistency Period Manager”, which is invoked by the “Retroactive Update Checker” in
case it detects a retroactive update, determines automatically the period of inconsistency which results
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from a retroactive update of data, and its sub-periods with their types. Suppose that an erroneous past
element “ee” is corrected by a correct past element “ce”. The resulting period of inconsistency is
defined by either the interval [VSTee - CT] (if VSTee < VSTce), or [VSTce - CT] (if VSTce < VSTee).
The sub-periods of inconsistency related to this period are identified according to the study presented
in the subsection 3.3.
After determining all sub-periods of inconsistency, the “Inconsistency Period Manager” (i) invokes
the “Transaction Catalog Manager” in order to retrieve from the “Transaction Catalog” the list of
transactions that were executed during each one of these sub-periods, and (ii) sends all retrieved
transactions to the “Side Effect Recovery Manager”.
The “Side Effect Recovery Manager” controls the re-execution of transactions which have used
erroneous data (i.e., transactions executed during a period of inconsistency of type “Wrong Presence
of Data” or “Errors in Data”) and transactions that had to use newly added data (i.e., transactions
executed during a period of inconsistency of type “Wrong Absence of Data”). The concerned
transactions are re-executed in a “Provisory Workspace” which is a copy of the database during the
corresponding period of inconsistency. At the end of the re-execution of each transaction, the “Side
Effect Recovery Manager” compares the results of determined transaction already stored (as written
data) in the database with the results of the execution in the provisory workspace. If there are
differences between them, so an inconsistency is detected and it should be repaired. For that, the “Side
Effect Recovery Manager” replaces the old result with the new one.
The “Side Effect Recovery Manager” interacts with the “Optimizer” module which implements a
set of optimization rules. Indeed, the “Optimizer” receives a sequence of non-optimized transactions
that should be re-executed, and tries to reduce them (if possible). In the following, we present three
examples of these optimization rules:
♦ Rule 1: if two successive transactions, T1 and T2, act on the same XML element e12, such that
T1 adds e12 and T2 deletes e12, then the system has to ignore these two transactions and do not
re-execute them.
♦ Rule 2: if two successive transactions, T3 and T4, act on the same XML element e34, such that
T3 adds e34 and T4 updates e34, then the system has to combine/merge the two transactions
into the first one (which is T3) and re-executing it (i.e., re-executing T3) but with updated
values provided in the second one (which is T4): adding e34 with updated values provided in
T4.
♦ Rule 3: if a transaction does not include any operation of type data insertion, deletion, or
modification, then the system has to ignore this transaction and do not re-execute it.
The “Transaction Catalog Manager” is added in order to have a history of transactions, which is
complete (all details of transactions) and useful (i.e., easy-to-use by Side Effect Recovery Manager).
For each transaction, it saves its commit time, the specified insert, delete, or update operation (since
we suppose that each transaction include only one data manipulation operation), data read from the
database, data written to the database, data values provided by the user in its data manipulation
operation.

4.3 Implementation
The system prototype which supports our approach and shows its feasibility is yet under development
(at the University of Sfax). It is being developed as a temporal stratum [23] on top of the existing
XML DBMS xDB [24]. The goal is to maximally reuse the facilities of an existing XQuery Update
Facility [18] implementation.
Currently, the prototype system allows only determining periods of inconsistencies when it receives a
temporal XQuery Update Facility query with retroactive effect. The first author (Hind Hamrouni) is
extending the prototype TempoXUF-Tool [16], developed within her master's project for temporal
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XML data management under schema versioning, to support detecting and repairing data
inconsistencies resulting from retroactive updates.
Fig. 12 reports the main TempoXUF-Tool GUI, which shows (i) a retroactive temporal XQuery
Update Facility query specified by end user about changing a past salary of an employee, and (ii) the
detected period of inconsistency with its sub-periods.

Fig. 12. Main GUI of TempoXUF-Tool.

5 Related Work
Despite the importance of preserving consistency of databases after retroactive updates, this issue has
been considered only to a limited extent in current literature. However, it has not yet been studied in a
multi-temporal and multi-version XML environment.
In the following, we discuss only the few works which are more strictly related with our proposal (i.e.,
[19], [25], and [26]), and we just briefly review some of the studied aspects which are somehow
related with our work.
In [19, 25], the authors proposed a solution for redressing side effects generated by a retroactive
update, named “correction propagation”. This solution is defined to repair only inconsistencies which
affect cumulative attributes (i.e., attributes which can undergo only operations of additions or
subtractions of values, like the balance of a bank account or the turnover of a company). It is
performed as follows: the correction of a past value “v” of a cumulative attribute must be propagated
to all values that have been assigned to this attribute after “v”. So, this solution does not preserve the
database consistency under retroactive updates of values of attributes which are not cumulative.
Furthermore, this solution was defined for a temporal relational environment which does not support
schema versioning.
In [26], the author proposed the use of temporal active rules and retroactive rules [27] in order to
redress side effects resulting from a retroactive update in a temporal relational active database. An
active rule is an Event-Condition-Action (E-C-A) rule where: E is a basic or composite event; C is
either (i) a boolean expression, or (ii) a query in the database query language that results in a true/false
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answer; A is an execution of a database operation or an arbitrary application program. An active rule is
said to be temporal if (1) the event is temporal, or (2) the condition is temporal. A retroactive rule is a
rule whose action includes a retroactive update. The proposed solution was also limited since (i) it was
devoted to a relational setting, and (ii) it used several triggers and heavy procedures that affect
negatively the performance of the system.
Preserving the consistency of temporal databases was studied in other works which did not consider
retroactive updates. Indeed, some of these works have dealt with database consistency with regard to
(i) the concurrency control of transactions, by proposing new pessimistic [28, 29] and optimistic
algorithms [30, 31], or (ii) the forensic analysis of database tampering [32, 33].
Retroactive and proactive updates were studied in temporal active databases [8] and in conventional
(non-temporal) databases [34]. However, none of these works has dealt with inconsistencies that could
result from such updates.
Campo et al. [35] studied the problem of validating a set of temporal constraints in a temporal XML
document, by (i) presenting the main kinds of inconsistencies that may appear in a temporal XML
document, and (ii) proposing methods for checking the presence of inconsistencies in a document, and
fixing them. They also address documents where more than one consistency condition is violated (i.e.,
documents which include combined inconsistencies).
Martinez et al. [36] propose the concept of inconsistency management policies (IMPs) and show that
IMPs (i) provide end users with tools that allow them to use the policies that they want, and (ii) allow
removing either all tuples involved in the inconsistency or only a subset of them (i.e., a part of the
inconsistency could persist in the database), and (iii) could be embedded as operators within the
relational algebra.
In [37], the authors propose a generic methodology for the management of XML data update in XMLenabled databases. Such a methodology preserves the conceptual semantic constraints and avoids
inconsistencies in XML data during update operations. But, the authors did not deal with retroactive
updates, and define a data inconsistency as a data invalidity resulting from an XML data update, i.e.,
the updated XML data becomes invalid and not conforming to its original schema.
Brahmia et al. [15] and Hamrouni [16] have studied data management in multi-temporal XML
databases supporting schema versioning, but none of them have taken into account data
inconsistencies resulting from update operations performed on past data.
Svirec et al. [38] propose an algorithm to repair violations for a given XML document and a set of
integrity constraints, specifically so-called functional dependencies [39]. Such an algorithm
incorporates a weight model and a user interaction into the process of detection and subsequent
application of appropriate repair of inconsistent XML documents.
Afrati et al. [40] have dealt with managing inconsistency in databases, within the framework of
database repairs [41]; a repair of an inconsistent database is a database over the same schema that
satisfies the integrity constraints at hand and differs from the given inconsistent database in some
minimal way. More precisely, the authors study the problem of repair checking about inconsistent
databases, which is the following decision problem: given two databases d1 and d2, is d2 a repair of
d1? Basically, they propose two polynomial-time algorithms for repair checking.
Consistency of data, which takes into account the violation of semantic rules defined over a set of data
items, has been also studied within the issue of data cleansing [42] and considered as a data quality
dimension [43].
Zellag et al. [44] propose an approach for detecting consistency anomalies and automatically reducing
their occurrence, in multi-tier architectures. Since the authors introduce a completely DBMSindependent approach, they propose that the system implementing their approach should be embedded
into the middle-tier (which is represented usually by an application server, between a Web server and
the database backend tier).
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6 Conclusion
In this work, we focused on the problem of inconsistencies in multi-temporal XML databases: we
proposed an approach for an automatic and graceful repairing of data consistency in such databases,
resulting from retroactive updates. It allows the database management system (i) to detect any
database inconsistency that happens after a retroactive update operation, and (ii) to perform necessary
processings, in a transparent way, in order to repair inconsistencies automatically.
We think that our approach (i) maintains effectively the consistency of the database, and (ii) provides
a low-impact solution since it requires neither modifications of existing temporal database schema
(which include temporal integrity constraints), nor extensions to existing temporal XML models (e.g.,
τXSchema [45] and XBiT [46]) and query languages (e.g., τXQuery [47] and TXPath [48]).
As a part of our future work, we envisage to extend our work by (i) dealing with retroactive updates
which concern several temporal XML elements (in our present work we have supposed that a
retroactive update consider always one temporal XML element), and (ii) studying transactions that
include several temporal XML updates with retroactive updates (in fact, in the current work we
supposed that a transaction include always a single temporal XML update).
Furthermore, we also plan to study how to repair inconsistencies resulting from on-time and proactive
updates of temporal XML databases, since the update of a current or a future temporal XML element
could also give rise to some inconsistencies.
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